NAIDOC WEEK provided the opportunity for all students to learn more about Aboriginal Culture. Ms Walker organised a day of traditional cooking. We were fortunate to have Ms Walker’s brother, Warren who captured, prepared and came and cooked the kangaroo tails, bush turkey and damper for students and staff to experience. Thank you to Ms Walker & Warren Walker for organising the traditional cooking feast! Classes also completed activities in their classes and displayed them at assembly.

Year Six

Year 6 selected famous Aboriginal people to research and discover the positive impact they had on our society. We displayed photographs and gave a brief summary of their achievements at the assembly. It was a fantastic “look” at significant Indigenous Australians.

Kindy

Kindy had fun making boomerangs and learning about how Aboriginal hunters use their boomerangs. We loved making patterns on our boomerangs and then used a red dye to paint them.
Year Four

Year Four were responsible for the NAIDOC assembly this year and invited all classes to present an activity they did to celebrate NAIDOC week.

The Year Four class made Tee shirts with Aboriginal symbols on the front. Each symbol has a special meaning and put together they all tell a story.

The children had a lot of fun choosing their symbols and using them to tell a story.

Year Five

Our art work was based around the people and the land. We used crayon and dye to create traditional colours. We also learnt how some plants were used to make dye for paintings.

Year Two

During NAIDOC week Year 2 were involved in a range of fun activities. We did some tricky paper weaving with turtle shapes. We used the colours of the Aboriginal flag to make our strips of paper. It was difficult but lots of fun and we really enjoyed listening to Indigenous music while we worked.